
NBT AWAAZ* 
Community Service Campaign 

(*The word ‘Awaaz’ literally means Voice) 



Overview 

OBJECTIVE 

To  improve the quality of life of citizens by leveraging the newspaper to resolve 

neighbourhood issues 

 

PROCESS 

Provides a platform  to NBT readers & non-readers to put forward  civic issues being 

faced by them in 4 cities (Lucknow, Faridabad, Ghaziabad & Noida) 

Two pronged approach 

Step 1: Branded Van movement across key RWA’s/Market association to gather issues faced.  

Step 2: Round table conference 

Step 3: Resolution of key issues put forward in round tables 
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Impact 



Inserts 

Grievance form inserted into 
competition newspapers to ensure 
non-reader participation 



The neighbourhood's cleanliness 
is not the responsibility of any 
one individual 

But when we come together, then we can drive change 

Only when we educate 
ourselves on the 
importance of 
cleanliness  will we have 
clean roads. Participate 
in the Navbharat Times 
Awaaz program and help 
make your city Smart. 
Also get a chance to be 
certified a ‘Smart Citizen’ 

Print Ads 



The upkeep of the neighbourhood 
community garden is not the 
responsibility of any one individual 

But when we come together, then we can drive change 

Only when we educate 
ourselves on the 
importance of 
cleanliness  will our 
children be able to play 
in these gardens. 
Participate in the 
Navbharat Times Awaaz 
program and help make 
your city Smart. Also get 
a chance to be certified a 
‘Smart Citizen’ 

Print Ads 



Repairing potholed roads is not 
the responsibility of any one 
individual 

Only when we educate 
ourselves on the 
importance of smooth 
roads will our lives 
improve. Participate in 
the Navbharat Times 
Awaaz program and help 
make your city Smart. 
Also get a chance to be 
certified a ‘Smart Citizen’ 

Print Ads 

But when we come together, then we can drive change 



Minimising Crime is not the 
responsibility of any one 
individual 

Only when we educate 
ourselves can we 
minimise the occurrence 
of crime. Participate in 
the Navbharat Times 
Awaaz program and help 
make your city Smart. 
Also get a chance to be 
certified a ‘Smart Citizen’ 

Print Ads 

But when we come together, then we can drive change 



Traffic Control is not the 
responsibility of any one 
individual 

Only when we educate 
ourselves on the 
importance of discipline 
on roads, will we get 
freedom from traffic 
jams. Participate in the 
Navbharat Times Awaaz 
program and help make 
your city Smart. Also get 
a chance to be certified a 
‘Smart Citizen’ 

Print Ads 

But when we come together, then we can drive change 



Edit Coverage 

Front page lead story  

Form 
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Van route 



 Outdoors 

OOH taken across cities 



On Ground Activities - Van 
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Across neighbourhoods residents participated and gave feedback via grievance forms 



On Ground Activities -Certificates 

Smart Citizen certificates awarded to model citizens in society to drive engagement  



On Ground Activities -Certificates 

Certificates were awarded to model citizens in society to drive engagement  



Certificates were awarded to model citizens in society to drive engagement  

Round Table Conferences 



Thank You 


